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Former Baruch President, Joel Segall,

Chemical Leak

Leaves Behind A Legacy

Causes Evacuation

By AARON SIEGEL

in 23rd Street Building

Joel Segall, president of Baruch College from
1977 to 1990, passed away on October 9, 2003
at the age of 80. He was the third president of
the college, and held the position longer than
any other president. Under Segall’s leadership
many changes took place that led Baruch
College to where it is today.
Segall was born in Bridgeport, Connecticut.
He studied at the University of Chicago, where
he received an MBA in 1949, an AM in 1952,
and later a Ph.D. in Economics in 1956. He
taught at the University of Chicago for nearly
20, years and served as the director of doctoral
programs.
Under Segall, Baruch’s master plan for the
Vertical Campus and the Baruch College
Technology Center began. During his presidency, proposals had been announced that
would have moved the Baruch campus from its
rented buildings in Manhattan to the Brooklyn
Navy Yard, but Segall insisted that the school
increase in size and remain in the city.
“There was no campus footprint and it’s hard
finding space in a high real estate area,” said

By AARON SIEGEL

Joel Segall former Baruch President cared
for student rights. (Photo/ The New York
Times)

Ronald Aaron, Vice President for Student
Development.
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Archaeologist Vendyl Jones Speaks
About His Research and Discoveries
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Vendyl Jones, the inspiration behind the
series of Indiana Jones movies, met with
Baruch students and staff on Tuesday, October
21 at the 14th floor conference center. The
Chabad Club, Hillel, Undergraduate Student
Government, Shop of Style, WBMB and The
Ticker sponsored the event. Jones, a professor,
archaeologist and a Bible scholar, spoke about
his research and discoveries in the field of
Biblical Archeology.
He founded the Vendyl Jones Research
Institute (VJRI), a nonprofit organization, in
the 1960s. VJRI incorporates religious, archaeological, historical and language studies. Their
slogan reads, “Truth shall spring out of the
earth.”
Throughout his career Jones has dicovered
many priceless and precious objects important
to the Jewish heritage. His main goal has been
to locate The Tabernacle, The Ark of the
Covenant. The Ark of the Covenant resided in
the Holy of Holies, the innermost room of the
temple and is said to contain the broken tablets
of the Ten Commandments, which were placed
there by Moses.
“Israel is the only nation whose history was
written before it happened,” said Jones. “I’m
digging up the future.”
Through his background knowledge, Jones
was able to reveal and explain many hidden
secrets in his discoveries. Among his major
achievements was the discovery of the Copper
Scroll, found in 1952 in the cave of Qumran
during the cave’s excavation.
Other questions arose with regards to the
Copper Scroll, including whether it was it a
reliable source of history or if someone planted
it there for further confusion and controversy.
The only way to prove that it was not a forgery
would be to find something that was stated in
the Copper Scroll itself.
“The Copper Scroll lay entombed and ignored
in the Museum of Amman, Jordan for over 20
years,” said Jones. “The case was closed. They
considered the document a forgery, a dead
issue.”
Years after the scroll was discovered, Jones
was able to understand and interpret the writings, even though the copper had been oxidized
and had sustained damage during the recovery
process. Eighty mistakes were found in the

Scroll, within its 12 columns. To figure out
what the authors were writing was challenging
due to the configuration of the scroll. He also
found that rather than reading the text in the
Scroll vertically, this particular scroll had to be
read diagonally; only then were they able to
understand its meaning.
In April 1988, a VJRI excavation team discovered the Holy Anointed Oil. The excavation
of the Qumran cave “validated the accuracy of
the Copper Scroll.”
Another discovery by the VJRI was made in
the spring of 1992. Approximately 600 kilograms of the Temple Incense were discovered.
This “reddish earth” that smells like cinnamon
was proven to be organic and very powerful.
The lost city of Gilgal was also discovered by
the VJRI.
Even though he is not Jewish, Jones has committed his life to finding the buried Jewish
treasures of the Rabbinical times. Jones studied
Judaism with Rabbi Henry Barneis and Max
Stauber of Spartanburg. He was the first nonJewish person to be accepted as a member of
the Judaic Studies Department at Hebrew
University, in Israel.

Vendyl Jones, the inspiration behind Indiana
Jones, spoke at Baruch College last week.
(Photo/ Aaron Siegel)

On October 21, at 5:45 PM a leaking canister of chlorine in a chemistry lab in room
810 in the 17 Lexington Avenue Building on
23rd Street caused the mass evacuation of the
building.
Jennifer Johnson, a senior majoring in
Journalism was on the 8th floor at Chemistry
Lab in room 811 at the time when the leak
occurred.
“When we got the instructions to move, the
fire trucks and the hazardous materials vehicles were already here,” said Johnson. “Two
guards were trying to put people into the elevator until firefighters screamed at them to
evacuate the building.”
Within seven minutes, five fire trucks and
two hazardous materials vehicles surrounded
the outside of the building.
The lab technician automatically contained
the leak, placed it under a safety hood and
called the New York City Fire Department.
He also called the ChemTech and called 911
as well.
“The procedure is for 911 to be contacted
when any emergancy kind of situation
occurs,” said Lois McAndrew of Security and
Public Safety. “We cannot take any risks.”
“I was in Physics class on the fourth floor
when the announcements began and we were
told to evacuate the premises,” said Jiri
Cermak, junior finance major. “When I went
downstairs, there were many firemen who
were on their way up to the lab.”
The FDNY arrived at the scene at 5:55 p.m.
and followed protocol in order to alleviate the
situation. All persons were cleared from the
lobby. The Fire Department used their service
key to bring all elevator cars to the ground
level. They didn’t take any risks and cleared
the building.
The Captain of Ladder Company 7 ordered
the evacuation of the whole lab, as well as the
remainder of the eighth floor (used for chemistry). After being swept by the Department
of Environmental Protection, CUNY Director
of Environmental Health and Safety Howard
Aspan, as well as the Baruch College
Occupational Safety Hazard Administration
team, the area was deemed safe for use again.
“We evacuated the floors and we went in
wearing a self-contained breathing apparatus
and determined that the levels [of chlorine]
were not dangerous,” said a firefighter from
Ladder Company 7 who asked to remain
anonymous. “We secured the area and the
school’s security were responsible for calling
the appropriate people to get the waste
removed.”
“They evacuated it pretty quickly,” said
Jennifer Johnson. “Then we were told to
move one floor at time to the 7th floor and
then the 6th before we were told to leave the
building.
“The evacuation took two minutes,” said
Cermak. “Nobody gave us instructions to
work on. We waited for 30 minutes.
Everyone was calm.”
The fire department used a toxin meter and
found that the environment was safe.
The Fire Department concluded that the situation had been contained and the situation in
the building was under control at 6:25 p.m.
The container was wrapped up and taken out
of the building alleviating the situation. The
8th floor was cleared again for usage at 8:30
p.m.
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DIABETES AWARENESS
INDOOR SOCCER TOURNAMENT

Sunday, November 9, 2003
VC B-2 Basketball Court
Golden Key and the Undergraduate Student Government
are organizing an indoor soccer tournament
to raise Diabetes Awareness and to involve the community in exercise.
Each team will be made out of 5 players and there will be an
entry fee of $5 per player. The winners will receive trophies.
If you are interested, please call Zack Kitsis
at (646) 515-4388 or e-mail at zkitsis@hotmail.com.
We look forward to seeing you on the Tournament Day.
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Segall Worked
Hard to Improve
Collegiate Experience
Continued from front
When Segall took over, the school was using
buildings on 26th Street, 18th Street and the
building at 17 Lexington Avenue known as
CCNY South. Both the 26th and 18th Street
buildings were rented.
Segall’s insistence that the school have a new
location within Manhattan solidified the future
of the school in the location where it stands
today.
“He had a master plan for Baruch,” said
Myrna Chase, Dean of the Weissman School of
Arts and Sciences. “New buildings and the
building of the library defined the regime under
his master plan.”
“His core belief was that a business school
didn’t belong in the Brooklyn Navy Yard; it
belonged in lower Manhattan,” said Carl
Aylman, Director of Student Life.

“His core belief was that a
business school didn’t
belong in the Brooklyn
Navy Yard, it belonged in
lower Manhattan.”
Segall focused on forging a strong relationship with the student body. Known for his
openness with students, he frequently met with
students at breakfasts, lunches and dinners. He
was also the first president to attend Baruch’s
annual leadership training weekend.
“He had a great and dry sense of humor,” said
Aylman. “He always had a twinkle in his eye.”
Segall tried to bring in many top faculty members to the school. Among them was Nobel
Prize-winning Marketing Professor Harry
Markovitz.
“[Segall] was very much a scholar and was
very important in improving the quality of the
faculty and of the professors,” said Chase.
“He did more in terms of setting a course for
the school and setting up the school of business,” said Aylman.
Segall came to Baruch in 1993 for the opening of the BCTC.
Prior to coming to Baruch, Segall served as
the deputy assistant secretary of the treasury
department from 1970 until 1972,, and later
became the deputy under secretary for international affairs in the Department of Labor under
President Richard Nixon. Segall is survived by
his wife Joan, and his daughter Patricia.

American Legacy Group Speaks
About the Hazards of Smoking
By AARON SIEGEL
The American Legacy Group, an organization
that aims to help individuals quit smoking,
came to Baruch to inform students about the
effects of smoking. The Undergraduate Student
Government hosted the event on Thursday,
October 23.
“Cigarettes are the only product to kill its consumers,” said Teresa Relucio, a representative
from the group. “When you smoke a cigarette it
will kill you.”
She backed her statement with a statistic that
one in three persons die from smoking. Another
statistic found that 1,200 people die per day and
40,000 die per year due to tobacco related illneses.
Since the 1950s, studies have been carried out
on smoking and its negative effects. Relucio
cited a 1958 memo from Philip Morris that
admitted that the company found a link
between heavy cigarette smoking and lung cancer.
“Studies confirm the relationships between
smoking and cancer,” said Relucio as she
referred to a 1953 study.
In the past, cigarette companies advertised
their products using media such as radio, television, newspapers and billboards. Today, cigarette companies are not allowed to advertise on
television or radio. However, they still spend
spend $11.22 billion dollars per year on marketing to consumers.
Relucio noted that cigarette companies target
teens as their audience to be “replacement
smokers.”

“Teens are in the market longer,” said
Relucio.
She pointed out that nine out of 10 smokers
started smoking before they were 18 years old.
Every day 5,000 youths try a cigarette for the
first time and 2,000 of them become addicts in

“Cigarettes are the only
product to kill its consumer.”
the future,” she said.
According to Relucio, tobacco companies try
to improve their image by paying for ad campaigns that will discourage young smokers. The
“Tobacco is whacko” campaign was sponsored
by Lorilland, a tobacco company.
The presentation featured other marketing
ploys from cigarette companies, such as portraying beautiful and healthy people smoking.
“I think this was a success,” said Relucio.
“Those who came, came because they wanted
to.”
“I think this meeting went well,” said Erica
Soto, a USG Upper Senator. “Considering that
there were many events going on, I would like
to thank those who came. It was very informative and we would like to have [Legacy] back
soon.”
For more information on Legacy, students can
refer to http://www.thetruth.org, www.quitnet.org and http://www.streetheory.org.

April Bernard Will Read From Her Selected Works
BARUCH, NY - April Bernard, the Fall 2003
Sidney Harman Writer-in-Residence at Baruch
College, will present a selection of her poems
and other works at the upcoming event “A
Reading and Conversation with April Bernard.”
The event begins at 5:45 p.m. on Tuesday
October 28, in the 7th Floor Newman
Conference Center of 151, East 25th Street.
Bernard is the author of Blackbird Bye Bye, a
collection of poetry that won the Academy of
American Poets’ Walt Whitman Prize in 1989.
She subsequently published Pirate Jenny, a
coming-of-age novel, and Psalms, another collection of poems that was named one of the 25
“Best Books of the Year” by The Village Voice
in 1993. She was also awarded a 2003
Guggenheim grant in poetry. Her latest work,
Swan Electric, was published last year, and has
just been released in paperback format.
Bernard, a professor at Bennington College in
Vermont, is a graduate of Harvard University,
and worked as a book and magazine editor in

New York City before devoting herself to writing and teaching.

April Bernard is currently teaching a course
at Baruch. (Photo/ www.baruch.cuny.edu)

Panel Discusses Possibilities in Fields
of Journalism, Graphic Design and Communications
By SEAN DONOVAN
A panel featuring three faculty advisors and
one Baruch alumnus discussed Baruch’s various communications departments, emphasizing
internships and career opportunities during the
“Careers in Communication,” workshop.
Sponsored by the Career Development Center
,the event took place on Tuesday, October 21 in
room 2-290.
The workshop was open to all students. It
gave potential communications majors the
opportunity to learn about courses in the field
,as well as the nature of the job market that may
await them after graduation.
Wendy Hayman, a representative from the
Career Development Center, presided over the
discussion. The panel featured Professor Terry
Berkowitz of the Graphic Design Department,
Professor Christopher Hallowell of the
Journalism Department, Professor Trudy
Milburn of the Communications Studies and
Stephen Dandrow, a Baruch graduate from
2001 who holds a degree in Corporate
Communications.
Berkowitz began the proceedings with a look
at Graphic Design, which is offered as a specialization in Business Communication.
Students eager to enter into Graphic Design
need to be highly motivated.

“If you don’t have the drive to really push
yourself, then this probably isn’t the field for
you,” said Berkowitz.
Career opportunities in this field include web
design, animation, advertising and packaging.
Hallowell, the director for the Creative

“Being assertive – being
able to speak up for yourself – is as important as a
college degree.”
Writing/Journalism and Business Journalism
programs, discussed Baruch’s Journalism and
Business Journalism programs. Though
Baruch’s two Journalism programs share many
of the same requirements, Business Journalism
requires students to take classes in Marketing,
Statistics and Advertising along with standard
writing courses. A Creative Writing/Journalism
major has to take more English courses.
“The ability to write well is absolutely essential in today’s job market,” said Hallowell.
Students interested in enrolling in Journalism
can take classes in feature writing, creative
journalism and television broadcast journalism.
Milburn represented the Communications

Studies Department (formerly known as the
Speech Department). Though Communications
is a broad field, students in the department are
encouraged to find their niche. A degree in
Communications can lead to careers in public
relations, health care, media, computer technology and advertising.
Dandrow, a former student of Milburn, spoke
about the benefits of a Communications
degree. Dandrow spoke about the value of
communication among employees in the workplace. He has worked at Tommy Hilfiger
among other places.
The panelists stressed that Communications
students should not necessarily set their sights
on interning with the biggest companies in the
field. Often, internships at smaller firms or
organizations can provide much more valuable
experience.
“Being assertive – being able to speak up for
yourself – is as important as a college degree,”
said Hayman.
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USG Repor t
On Tuesday October 21, 2003 the
Undergraduate Student Government (USG)
held its seventh meeting of the semester.
President’s Report
USG President Adrian Lovell announced that
Baruch is facing a six-million dollar budget
deficit and Lovell who is on the budget committee will try to make sure that student activity fees will not be used to close the gap. Lovell
will meet with Carol Morgan, director of the
Student Academic Consulting Center (SACC),
about having SACC close at a later time. Lovell
will not attend next week’s meeting as he will
be attending the CUNY Trustees meeting on
Tuesday, October 28.
Vice President’s Report
USG Vice President Muhammad Iqbal reported that one way that Baruch is trying to fix the
budget deficit is by charging students for using
the Career Development Center (CDC). The
CDC which has a budget of $300,000 per year
is now under the control of Robert Specter, the
Baruch Vice President of Administration and
Finance after previously being under the
Student Services umbrella. Another option to
fix the budget would be having Baruch
President Ned Regan go to the CUNY Board of
Trustees and have them institute a college wide
fee, which cannot be voted on by the students,
unlike the CDC fee.
Treasurer’s Report
USG has decided that ASEDOM can pay their
$369 bill from last year out of their current
budget. Because of their lack of funds, USG is
considering sending a memo to all clubs warning them about USG’s financial situation.
Academic Affairs
Upper Senator Kevin Baball reported that
Lynne Farber from the Center of Financial
Integrity has assisted him on the planning of the
November 13 event featuring Peter Bakstansky
of the Federal Reserve Bank of New York.
Baball is looking to have the Center of
Financial Integrity and the Graduate Student
Assembly co-sponsor the event. The Golden
Key soccer tournament is being pushed to
November 9.
Evening and Part-Time Affairs
Upper Senator Larissa Rangini has stepped
down from her position as Upper Senator and
Vice President of Evening and Part Time
Affairs. Ibrahim Lawal was voted in as Upper
Senator and Vice President of Evening and Part
Time Affairs. There are now two evening lower
senator positions available. Elections will be
held in two weeks on November 4. Only students who have a majority of their classes after
5 p.m. and have a 2.5 GPA or above are eligible.
Legislative Affairs
Upper Senator Ahmed Hossain and Baruch
University Student Senate (USS) representative
Jodie-Ann Graham are still working on the resolution for former Baruch Professor Doru
Tsaganea, Ph.D. They plan to pass it simultaneously in USG and USS.
Old Business
Lower Senator Brian Phillip presented the
USG with some of the suggestions that were
collected at Club Fair on October 9. Some of
the suggestions were: having more calculators
in the library, more guidance and counseling
services, problems with the security guards, and
capping tuition for international students. The
contract for hosting the USG website will
expire on Wednesday, October 22. Lower
Senators Keston Barrow and Carl Joseph are
still deciding between three web hosts, which
each charge $120.
New Business
The Baruch College Chess Club is appealing
for $5,920 to go to the Pan-Am National Chess
Tournament, which will be held from
December 26-30 in Miami. The club wants to
boost Baruch’s reputation by participating in it.
-SANDRO LEMBERG

Correction
In an Issue 7 article titled “Panel Discusses Opportunities Within the Accounting Field,” it was
claimed that auditing requires passing the CPA exam and two years of work experience. However,
auditing doesn’t require two years. Instead it can be reduced to one year if certain graduate courses are taken. Also the 150-hour program will be similar to fast track program with a few changes.
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Want An Easy-To-Take-Care-Of-Pet?
Get A Fun and Cuddly Hamster
By YELENA SHAROVA
Hamsters make great pets. They are smart,
fun and easy to take care of. You will need to
buy a cage for your hamster pet, bedding, chew
toys, exercise wheel, food, bowls and a water
bottle.
A hamster can be purchased at a pet store or
from a breeder. Make sure the place is clean
and the animals look healthy. A healthy hamster has bright eyes and a shiny coat. If even
one hamster looks sick then it's better to get
your hamster somewhere else; chances are the
other hamsters will also get sick.
If you decide to get dwarf hamsters, then it is
best to get a pair. They are very sociable with
each other. If one of them dies don’t buy another hamster: it will be difficult to pair them up
again.
Golden Hamsters must be kept one hamster
per cage. They are very territorial and like to
have their own space. You can buy them when
they are six to ten weeks old.
You can buy a hamster after it is five to 12
weeks old. Make sure that the place where you
are buying the hamster doesn't have the males
and the females together after four weeks old,
otherwise the females may be pregnant.
When choosing a cage for your pet, you can
choose from three types, glass fish tank (10 gallon), plastic cage and wire cage. If you are getting a wire cage, make sure the floor of the cage
is not grate and tray setup. This is harder to
clean and the hamster will be very uncomfortable. In my opinion the glass fish tank is the
best choice for a hamster. It provides adequate

space and is very easy to clean (you will need
to get a lid for this type of cage and an adaptable water bottle). A plastic cage is set up with
tubes in which the hamsters can play in. They
are the most expensive kind and are very hard
to clean. If you get this type of cage make sure
to get a special brush to clean the tubes.
When choosing water bottles, choose either
plastic or steel. Do not get glass or rubber
because hamsters will chew it and it may cause
fatal internal injuries. If you are getting a hamster that has long hair, then you will need to get
a plastic, round exercise wheel which attaches
to the sides of the cage (fish tanks only). If you
get a metal exercise wheel then your hamster's
fur may get stuck in it, causing injury.
The best type of nest to get is a ceramic nest.
After you add bedding to the cage, you can put
a few cotton balls there. The hamsters will drag
the cotton balls into the nest or into a corner and
make a sleeping bed. You can also use a toilet
tissue tube as a toy for your hamster. The hamster will hide inside the tube. Just make sure
there is plenty of room for the hamster to run
around.
When buying hamster food, keep in mind that
a hamster will want variety. So the best bet is
to get the assorted food, such as the L&M
Hamster Bonanza. Hamsters can be fed onetablespoon along with a slice of apple or pear
and a celery top daily. The water in the cage
should be changed daily and the cage should be
cleaned weekly.
Good luck with your pet!
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Hi-Fi Offers Cheap Drinks
and a Good Crowd to Hang With
By MICHAEL POLYAK
Located three blocks from the previously
reviewed bar Niagara, Hi-Fi is the new In Spot
for trendy Alphabet City. Patrons come here
for the minimalist décor and the cheap drinks.
The new fad among downtown hipsters (aside
from trucker hats) is getting something for less.
Apparently, these hard economic times have
even affected the yuppie crowd. The appeal of
this place is its honesty. Nothing here is fake,
and that includes the people. There is a distinct,
and welcome, lack of NYU poseurs coming
here and stumbling their way through philosophy that neither they nor their quasi-intellectual buddies understand. This is a good sign,
because nothing is more frustrating than going
back to a girls apartment/dorm-room and having to hear about what Nietzche meant by, "god
is dead." As a rule, one must avoid any bar
packed with pretentious, insecure Tisch art students.
Hi-Fi has exploded in popularity as a direct
result to the Bloomberg smoking ban. Like
many places in the neighborhood, this place
lacks proper ventilation to support a growing
crowd of smokers, and non-smokers were put
off by that. This has got to be one of the few
bars that have been helped by the Bloomberg
smoking ban, as most places will make sure
they are well ventilated and don’t need our
esteemed mayor to alienate their patrons. The
smokers that go outside for a cigarette continue
to socialize. The outside is as crowded as the
inside, which tends to peak in patronage at
around one or two in the morning.

The crowd consists mostly of pseudo-rocker
yuppies that tend to polarize to two extremes.
The first extreme, near and dear to the Baruch
community, is corporate business people coming in to relax after a busy workweek. The other
extreme is the bourgeois bohemians who look
like they dress from an 80s dumpster. This
group tends to see itself as highly intellectual
and politically active. Once a girl begins reading her slam poetry to you, it’s a good idea to
start talking to someone else. The good part is
the lack of college-age posers and Upper East
Side snobs.
The laid-back atmosphere, awesome jukebox,
and the relative proximity to most patrons residences makes for easy hookups. The crowd
tends to stay relatively calm and out of each
other’s business. Everyone is, however, very
friendly and inclusive. The jukebox here is the
best in all of New York. It utilizes MP3 technology to store a staggering amount of albums.
Metallica fans will cringe at the fact that no
Metallica music is on here for what Metallica
has done in recent times to the MP3 online
community.
Hi-Fi has set itself up as a place for anything
and anybody. The beers here are both domestic
and classy upscale foreign brews. There is,
however, a lack of Bud for the redneck in you.
The crowd is multiethnic and multicultural.
Last Saturday alone I met two girls visiting
from sunny Argentina. This serves to illustrate
the appeal and inclusive nature of this place.
Hi-Fi is located at 169 Avenue A. Call them at
(212) 420 - 8392

CDC Director Patricia Imbimbo Offers Insight Into Employers’ Expectations
By CEDRIC AARON
The main function of the Career Development
Center, located in room 2-150, is to help students in their effort to find a career by offering
various services, such as career counseling,
resume workshops, mock interviews, interview
workshops and dining education workshops. As
some of us know, we are in the midst of interviewing season and the CDC is hosting a lot of
those interviews in rooms that they make available for various companies. As a senior, I have
made frequent use of the different services it
offers and I can assure you that if I end up getting a job, it is due in part to the people at the
CDC. Hence, I thought that it would be perfect
timing to introduce to you the people in charge
of maintaining this department operational and
making sure that the highest quality of service
is offered to us. On Thursday October 9th I had
the opportunity to interview the director of
CDC Patricia Imbimbo and her Associate
Director of Corporate Relations Barbara
Lambert. Here’s how our Q&A went:
Ticker: Ms. Imbimbo, can you please give us
an overview of your job responsibilities?
Imbimbo: I am the Director of the CDC. My
primary function is to make sure that my staff
is offering adequate services to the students and
employers that come to us. I also concentrate
on providing outreach to employers, educate
them about our school and our students in order
to create and maintain a relationship that is
going to keep them coming every year.
Ticker: Ms. Lambert, can you tell us what
your responsibilities are?
Lambert: As the Manager of Corporate
Relations, I organize and take care of every
aspect of On Campus Recruiting (OCR). I work
diligently on developing relations with
recruiters so that they can come on a regular
basis to hire from the pool of talented students
that we have here in our school.
Ticker: What is your assessment of the performance of the CDC and what are the goals
you are trying to reach this year?
Imbimbo: I think that so far we are doing good

but we can always do better, so I can’t say that
I am satisfied with our efforts. We would like to
attract more students in our offices, offer more
workshops and get them to be more polished
before they start their job search. Most of the
things we would like to improve require a bigger budget but unfortunately we do not have the
funds necessary right now.
Ticker: Do you mean that you do not have
enough money to keep your staff?
Imbimbo: No, we do have the funds necessary
to pay our staff. However, we actually need
more staff to help assist our students and our
budget does not allow us to do that. For example, I could also use an additional person to
assist in Corporate Relations to go out on the
field, attend corporate events, meet with potentials recruiters and contact our alumni.
Ticker: Speaking of Baruch Alumni, what is
your relationship with them and is there anything that needs to be improved on that level?
Lambert: Our relationship with Baruch’s
Alumni is excellent. We would like to get more
of them involved, however a lot of them are
coming back to us spontaneously. We are working on giving them recognition by honoring
some of them for their accomplishment.
Ticker: We often get the feedback from
recruiters at the big financial institutions that
they love Baruch students for being hard
working and smart yet we’ve observed that the
positions that they come to recruit for in our
school (Controllers, Taxes and Services&
Operations.etc) is not a reflection of their
opinion of us. Why then do they not recruit us
for positions in Investment Banking,, Capital
Markets or Private Banking?
Lambert: Well, let me start by clearly explaining that recruiting is Alumni driven. The more
Baruch alumni you have in specific division of
a firm, the more likely it is for our students to
be recruited in that division. Another explanation to your question is the feedback we often
get from recruiters is that even though our students are very smart, they don’t know much
about current issues that apply to finance or

economics. I believe our students need more
polishing and preparation before venturing in
those areas of Finance, because they are
extremely demanding. In other words, know
what to expect, know how the market is doing
,and know what to talk about when you meet a
recruiter.
Ticker: Is there anything the CDC can do to
help students to be up to date with current
issues or to have discussion panels in regards
to economics and finance subject?
Imbimbo: I think we already get a lot done in
terms of helping the students with their job
search and interview preparation, and we even
have Business newspapers and articles available at the CDC for anyone that wants to read.
Part of the responsibilities is also on the students to go and seek information that are relevant to their future career.
Lambert: Let me add that we could organize
events with the finance and economics department that bring the students and professors
together to discuss business issues, although I
know that from time to time there are panel discussions involving faculty members that are
being organized in our school. You need to be
on the lookout.

attending the Career Fair, because recruiters
are more into promoting their company than
taking the time to talk to us on a one on one
basis. At the last fair I attended, I went to a
few tables where all they were doing was talking about how great their program was, and
then they would either show you a pile where
you could drop your resume or they would tell
you how to apply online using erecruiting.
Isn’t the Career Fair supposed to be an opportunity to network and make a good impression
on recruiters?
Lambert: Good thing you asked that question
because I think students go to the career fair
with unrealistic expectations. The career fair is
not really about getting the chance to make a
good impression on a recruiter so that you get
an interview. It is part of it, but I want students
to understand that this event is rather an opportunity to learn more about the companies that
you are looking to work for and maybe network
your way through a job interview. Now, it is
true that not all of the firms that come are looking to hire. However they believe it is important to keep on coming, so that you do not forget about them once you are looking for a job.
Also, we don’t think turning down companies
is such a good thing for our relationships. We
don’t look to sever ties but rather strengthen
relationships.

Ticker: Speaking from my own experience I
personally feel like you don’t get much by

Barbara Lambert of the Career Development Center. (Photo/ Aaron Siegel)
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The American Dream
Just when students thought they were in the clear, they face yet another challenge. At the last
meeting of the Undergraduate Student Government, President Adrian Lovell announced that
Baruch College is currently facing a budget deficit somewhere in the ballpark of six million dollars.
There are a few reasons as to why this figure grew to be so astronomical. Baruch, whose funds
are appropriated in direct relation to the amount of students matriculated, experienced a drop
in enrollment this semester. As a result, Baruch received less money from the City University of
New York system, accounting for part of the loss.
Another factor that can be attributed to the deficit problem is the recent tuition increases for
all students. Students, who perhaps were unable to cope with the new rates may have been
forced to sacrifice their education and drop out. Students with non-residential status in New
York State faced even higher increases than state residents. International students, who also face
unemployment woes since they are unable to work in this country, may have also faced immigration troubles accounting for less tuition.
Yet another factor in the mix is the recent fee collecting troubles in Baruch as of late. As reported in The Ticker a few weeks ago, day and evening part-time students were billed at the old student activity fee rates, even after a referendum was passed to implement higher fees. After recognizing this mistake, the Baruch College Bursar’s office issued bills to those students who
underpaid in order to compensate for the loss. These fees, which were intended to be collected
at the start of the Fall semester set back budget projections as less money came into the school
than expected.
So now that Baruch is six million dollars in the hole, the real question is: what does the school
plan to do to rectify the situation? Obviously, in the eyes of administrators and chief decision
makers, the easiest targets are always the students. As noted by USG Vice President Muhammad
Iqbal at last week’s USG meeting, the school is currently contemplating instituting a fee for students to use the Career Development Center. This plan is nothing short of bogus. When a student pays his or her tuition every semester, they pay not only for the cost of their education, but
for the cost of services as well. Such resourceful services include those provided by the CDC.
These services should not be at the extra expense of students; they should remain incoporated
in the cost of our tuition.
As if contemplating a CDC fee wasn’t enough, the administration is considering adding a college fee. Yes, this fee will be tacked on to the various other fees Baruch students already have
to dig deep in their pockets for every semester. However, in this case students will have no say.
If pushed, the CUNY Board of Trustees would be the entity that would vote for or against this
matter.
The point is this: as time progresses it quickly becomes more and more apparent that students
are often the ones that have to pay for the mistakes and misprojections of others. When CUNY
tuition was increased a few short months ago, students were left struggling to rectify this matter on their own. When we thought that was the worst that could happen, we’ve been slammed
with yet another obstacle.
It’s ironic to think that the City University system was created with a mission to provide a “system of higher education on the assumption that the university will continue to maintain and
expand its commitment to academic excellence and to the provision of equal access and opportunity for students, faculty and staff from all ethnic and racial groups and from both sexes.”
(www.cuny.edu) Recent events coupled with these proposed fees illustrate that CUNY’s original
mission is constantly being compromised at the expense of none other than the average student.
We can only sit here and twiddle our thumbs in anticipation of what fee they will slap us with
next.
If your American dream is paying more tuition and new fees, then welcome to Baruch, where
the American dream still works.
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Sandró’s Adventures – I’m Big Time
SANDRÓ LEMBERG
Hello Everyone. As per request by my numerous Sandromaniacs, Sandró is back. And so are
his adventures. Now I know last time I kind of
diverted from my regular “Sandró is a happy
person,” writing. But do not worry. Sandró’s
happiness, sense of humour and optimism are
back. For now.
You may wonder how Sandró got his happiness back. Wel,l I will tell you. As this great
semester has progressed, I have found a new
appreciation of life and especially of all of you
wonderful Baruch people. I want to thank all of
the great and also not so great writers that have
filled the pages of Sandró’s great section
(Editor’s note: Sandró is talking about the OpEd section) so far this semester. In fact, the
sheer volume of your writings have left no
space for Sandró’s Adventures. That is until
now.
Another big inspiration for Sandró has been
Madonna. More specifically her song “Secret”
from the Bedtime Stories album and the lines:
“Happiness lies in your own hand/ It took me
much too long to understand.” Those lines basically told me: “Sandró, you are not happy right
now, and it is up to you to make yourself happy
again.” And while it took me almost two
months to finally understand that and be happy
again, it was worth the wait. And happy is what
Sandró is now.
Which leads me to the title of these particular
adventures. The fact that Sandró is Big Time.
What is Big Time exactly? Well, it is being
popular, influential, more important, and basically better than everyone else. All those things
describe Sandró perfectly. Sandró is popular,
influential, important and even smarter and
prettier than most of the Baruch population.
There is no one that can match Sandró’s Big
Timeness right now.
You may argue that other things are more Big
Time than Sandró. I mean we have so many
clubs, organizations, and people that are
involved in this glorious school. Well, they are
still not as Big Time as me. USG – not big time.
The fake club that offers the same crappy free
food every week – not big time. The people
being involved to boost their resume and not
because they really care – not big time. Sandró
is the only real thing now.
Since so many of you want to be just like
Sandró, I will proceed to tell you how you can
at least live like me. Sandró does not celebrate

any holidays or fake special occasions like
birthdays or anniversaries. Instead I celebrate
every day. I have special days for every weekday, and the explanation for each is coming up
right now.
Monday is Georgian Fun Day. Since Sandró
is from the Republic of Georgia (Editor’s Note:
Former Soviet Union) I represent my country
on Monday. Since everyone has been born in
some country – you can represent where you
are from on Mondays.
Tuesday is Brooklyn Fun Day. Sandró lives in
Brooklyn and he definitely gotta represent that.
So on Tuesdays you can either represent your
borough, your hometown if you live outside of
New York City, or your ‘hood if you feel that
most accurately showcases you.
Wednesday is Sandró Fun Day. This day is
pretty self-explanatory. Sandró does have a little ego, and Wednesday is definitely the day
when Sandró feels more special. If you want to
enhance the fun that you had the past two days,
then definitely reserve Wednesday as your day.
Thursday is Sandró Crazy Day. By Thursday,
Sandró has not slept or eaten well in three days
and the great people of this fine college have
finally gotten to him. Therefore, Sandró goes
crazy on Thursday. But in a good and fun way.
Sandró definitely recommends letting loose
and just going crazy on Thursday. And not just
during club hours. The whole day.
Friday is Sleep Day. Since Sandró does not
have any classes on Friday, I do not oblige
Baruch with a visit. Instead I recover from all
the craziness and fun of the past four days by
sleeping most of the day. But if you actually do
have classes on Friday then you can call it
whatever you want – “I have classes on
Friday,” Day or “I love Baruch so much that I
come in on Fridays,” Day. Either way, it will
not really matter to Sandró, as I will be sleeping that day.
Hopefully, you have been informed and entertained by the latest installment of Sandró’s
Adventures. I want to see everyone celebrate
all of Sandró’s special days, because, like I
said, your happiness lies in your hands; you
have to make it happen. And while none of you
are as Big Time as Sandró yet, do not worry,
you are getting there. Or not.
Oh yeah - Go Bearcats! And until next time,
Tally – Ho!

How to be a Baruchian Gentleman
KENNETH THOM
There are a lot of books and articles written
about this topic, but I am sure the majority of
you would rather read this article than read a
book. I thought I would remind some of you
of the few rules on how to be a gentleman.
Because, quite frankly, I am a bit upset with
how most guys and girls act and do not know
how to respond to good gestures.
I have decided to write this article because I
have noticed that more than half the people I
have observed lack common courtesy. Since
most of you did not listen to what your mama
taught you, I will remind you of a few things
to better help you get along with others, both
inside and outside of the school.
Hopefully, whatever I lay out will come to
good use. I have only taken the most common
errors I have seen around the campus and
decided to put them in this article. (By the way
ladies, some of you might want to follow a
couple of these too!).
Do not chew with your mouth open. Your
mama should have taught you this before she
let you out of the house. It is disgusting eating
with others and watching the four basic food
groups fly around as much as this week’s laundry in the dryer. It is not necessary to show
people that you have a special way of grinding
up your food.
Do not speak with your mouth full. This is
pretty much common sense, and ties in with
chewing with your mouth open. The outcome
can vary, but it usually involves bits of french
fries flying out of your mouth and almost hitting the person you are speaking to. If you
must speak, wait until you have finished chewing!
Do not interrupt others. Do you not remember when your parents were speaking with others, to each other, or to you and you had something to say? Do you remember what happened when you spoke? Most likely, you were
yelled at for interrupting. Interrupting someone while they are speaking is very disrespectful. You should only interrupt if you need to
leave (Do Not Ask, “Is This Going To Take
Long? I Have To Go Soon!”).
Water is not going to kill you. When entering
buildings, subways, or any indoor place , close
that umbrella before you head in! The space is
always limited, and walking into an indoor
place with an umbrella is supposed to be bad
luck. It is also bad manners. You do not want
to wet all the dry people indoors or block the
narrow entrances with your giant umbrella.
The same rule applies when heading outdoors.
Open your umbrella when you get outside or
when you are in the entrance, as long as there
is no one else walking in or out.
Walk like a gentleman. Jeez, I do not know if
some of you people really walk like that or do
it for attention. Walking with your back
straight is not really that hard. We are not living in trees here, so it is best to follow what
everyone else in society has agreed on. Come
on people, some of you have walks I have not
seen since what, Encino Man?
A gentleman never sits in the presence of
women with his hat on indoors. Actually, this
rule changed and applies whenever you are
indoors. Guys, we have been getting yelled at
for this type of thing since grammar school, I
thought most of you would pick this up by
now. This includes sport rags, bandanas,
visors, and so on.

Never pick your teeth, clean your nails, or
worse, pick your nose. Ehhh, do I really have
to explain why? There are things even worse
than catching someone picking their nose. I
am sure most of you have seen it happen on the
subway.
Say no to crack! Ok, this one is a bit nasty,
but I am sure a lot of you have seen this happen as well. So, if you forgot to wear a belt,
pull your pants up often. If your pants are
falling, pull your pants up, then tighten your
belt (too many people do not do it in the correct order or skip the first step). If you think
your pants are falling, pull your pants up. If
you feel a draft, pull your pants up. Too many
times in public places including on campus,
people do not realize how nasty that crack is.
Say No To Crack! Pull those pants up!
Ladies first. Always allow ladies to pass
through doors before you. There is some question about whether you should pass a lady to
open a door for her, or pass through the (steel)
doors first to make it easier. Back in the day,
doors were not that hard to open and you
pulled them inward to hold them open for
ladies to pass through. Since the steel doors we
have need to be pushed with a lot of force, I
guess it is better to pass a lady first and hold
the door open for her. Do not be afraid to speed
up your walk to open the door, as long as you
do not make her think you are about to push
her out of the way or kidnap her!
Do not sit when a lady is standing. When sitting with company, whether it is in the cafeteria, by the escalators, and so on, allow the
ladies to be seated first. Offer your seat if you
must and wait until another seat becomes
available.
Move Up! I have been in the elevator and had
to yell at plenty of people for this. Maybe I
have even yelled at you or pushed you (sorry
about that, it is the only way I was able to get
you to move). Usually the elevators are crowded (especially in the back), so if you have
some room up there, MOVE UP! A lot of the
time, usually when a class ends or the day is
over, some people stand in the center of the
elevator while the people in the back make up
twice to four times as many people as there are
up front. If you do not like dealing with even
more cramped space, then do not do it to others!
Walking is not too different from driving. The
escalators are almost always broken, (I say the
maintenance crew does it on purpose to keep
their jobs) and some of you are unaware of
this, but you can stop the escalator by kicking
the right side of the escalator when going up or
down. If you avoid kicking or banging anything against the right side the escalator will
not stop! If heading down cramped staircases
or broken escalators, stay to the right whether
going up or down the stairways; it is like driving! Remember to look both ways and look
ahead. Avoid moving side to side if you can.
Basic Vocabulary. We have a large vocabulary so do not be afraid to sound like a dork
using words such as thank you, thanks, thanks
a lot, you are welcome, and excuse me.
Hopefully, I covered enough information to
make the campus a somewhat more
respectable place. Stay tuned for Part II - Table
Manners.

The Ticker Personals
Op-Ed Editors Seeking Quality Women
Male, 20 Years Old, Brooklyn, Ticker Op-Ed Editor.
I’m looking for a woman that is as Big Time as I am.
Sandró promises crazy fun.
E-mail: Beni720@aol.com
Why Baruch Is So Great
The opinions expressed on the Op-Ed pages are those of the individual writers, and do not necessarily represent the opinions of The Ticker editorial staff. The Ticker accepts only
typewritten and signed opinion pieces of no more than 750 words from Baruch College students. Publication of Op-Ed articles is contingent upon an editorial board vote. Letters
must be no more that 350 words, typewritten and signed. Unsigned letters will not be published. However, when appropriate, names will be withheld upon request. Writers
should provide day and evening telephone numbers. All submissions are subject to editing for space and clarity. Address all opinion pieces and letters to the Op-Eds editor.
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CLOTHING DRIVE
WOULDN’T YOU LIKE TO HELP ME?

Donate all your unwanted jackets, coats, and sweaters so we can keep New York’s homeless warm throughout the winter. Please
make sure that the clothes are in wearable condition. You may drop off the clothing at the 2nd floor bins in the VC Building.

Sponsored by:
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Calendar
Here are club event listings for the week spanning October 27 - November 2. If you like to
be listed for free in our upcoming issue which
comes out on November 3, please send your
event information along with contact info to
tickercalendar@hotmail.com. Listings for the
next issue should span the dates from
November 3 - November 16.

Sponsored By: Graduate Student Association
Time: 6:30 -9:30 PM
Location: VC 1-107
*For graduate students with valid Baruch ID; free
beer, wine, and food; door prizes for best costume.

thursday

October 28, 2003
Event: Do Jews Believe in Horoscopes?
Sponsored By: Hillel
Time: 12:30-2:00 PM
Location: VC 3-125

October 30, 2003
Event: Networking Luncheon with Charlie
Temel, Vice President of Paine
Webber
Sponsored By: Jewish Business Leaders &
Alpha Epsilon Pi
Time: 12:30-2:00 PM
Location: VC 10-150

*Lunch will be served. For more info, contact Inna
@ 646.312.4764

*Refreshments will be served. For more info contact lunzerbaby@yahoo.com

Event: “Live Inspired” - Lecture Series for
Women
Sponsored By: Hillel
Time: 1:15 PM
Location: VC 3-128

Event: Pan-Am Qualifier Part Two and
Lesson on Chess Openings
Sponsored By: Chess Club
Time: 12:30-2:30 PM (club hours)
Location: VC 3-215

tuesday

*Lunch will be served.

Event: Corporate Presentation - Pat
Wilkinson, HR of the Investment Banking
Division of HSBC
Sponsored By: Golden Key Honor Society and
the Finance and Economics Society
Time: 12:30- 2:30 PM
*Refreshments will be served.

Event: NYBOT Futures Presentation
Thinking about becoming a trader?
Want to experience it before you
graduate? Students get a chance to
participate in Commodities Trading.
Sponsored By: Finance and Economics
Society
Time: 1:00-3:00 PM
Location: Subotnick Financial Services Center
*Refreshments will be served.

Event: Candyland Candy Sale
Sponsored By: Helpline
Time: 9AM - 2PM, Oct 28 (tuesy
Location: VC 2nd Floor Lobby
*All proceeds will be donated to the American
Diabetes Association.

wednesday
October 29, 2003
Event: Graduate Student Association
Halloween Bash

Event: “A Night With Rob Schilbhouse from
GE Capital” - Come learn how to
land a job in the top market.
Sponsored By: Alpha Epsilon Pi and Jewish
Business Leaders
Time: 7:30 PM
Location: VC 2-125
*Refreshments will be served.

Gotta Love The New York Lights
BILLY CHENG
After extensive delays on the F-line to
Queens, I found myself on the surface, staring
past the neon signs of liquor stores and travel
agencies into the violet sky above me. I saw a
single star, distant and alone like a speck of dirt
on a reel of film, and I admired it; I watched it
dance underneath my gaze.
For the last year and a half, I have told anyone who would listen how much I hated New
York City. How much I would love to be in the
serene unpolluted Alaskan North, and gawk at
the Northern lights. And after all, why shouldn’t I?
The grim-looking subway snakes underneath
our streets, its belly full with broken-down people. On every street corner, there is an evangelist with Hell on his lips, setting all his cross
hairs on you. The warble of distant sirens and
angry frustrated taxi horns sound like a concerto with its brass section duking it out with the
woodwinds. There is an entire population of
the homeless that we convince ourselves are
invisible.
The offending odors on subways. The flatulent exhaust of Manhattan buses. The lint-colored buildings sitting on top of lint-colored
streets, blanketed by a lint-colored sky. What
sane man would not hate this ugly city?
It seems like in New York, as well as the OpEd pages of The Ticker, there is always something to complain about.

But still, on the night of the Blackout of ’03,
I layed down on the trunk of my family’s car,
and propped my head up on the rear window. I
stared up past the townhouses across the street,
deep into the inky sky. I watched the smear of
stars freeze like bubbles in ice, living in the
soothing quiet of outer space.
A few weeks after September 11th, walking
alongside heavy-hearted friends on the muted
streets of Time Square, the air seemed to glow.
It was alive with magic, like I was wandering in
the aura of an apparition.
And when I was in the Vertical Campus one
late evening, staring out a window of her highest floor, I saw an entire city made of light.
There were a million glowing pearls like a permanent Christmas on this tiny, funny island.
But this one particular night, there was one
star, lonely and desolate, fit only to hang above
a neon sign reading ‘Liquor Store.’ And seeing
that one and only star, I found myself smiling,
smiling through my heavy lifeless face and the
biting autumn air.
And rather than ranting about the city’s beatup subways or the woman who was rude to me
on the bus, I found myself thinking: Forget the
cold Alaskan North! Forget Aurora Borealis!
At least for the time being, I will take New
York.

Letters To Adam
Dear Adam,
I have a really close guy friend that I started to have feelings for. Sometimes he flirts with me
and I am so clueless in knowing whether or not he is interested in me or is just being friendly.
Help!
Female Falling For Friend
Dear Female Falling For Friend,
You have to play it cool. Most guys get flighty when a girl says outright, “I like you.” From
the male side, the best part is the mystery that comes with flirting - he doesn’t know if she’s into
him and she likes him but isn’t sure if it’s mutual. The point is: the not knowing is what builds
the excitement and the tension. And the tension is how you know that there’s attraction. So don’t
break the silence! The second you say that you are sweating him is the second he knows that
he’s got the edge. Be subtle and let him pick up on the signs. Give him a wink, a smile, a seductive look, maybe. If he’s a wuss and he makes no move, then you can ask him to hang out and
take it from there. Of course, that’s if you’re still into him. Have fun and good luck!
Adam

Have a problem? Tell Adam.
E-mail him at: LettersToAdam@aol.com. Keep it anonymous.

Thoughts From The Sports Editor
This Week’s Topic: Amazin’ Mets Part 2
PHILLIP GONG
While flipping through the last issue’s Op-Ed
section of my favorite newspaper, The Ticker, I
came across a piece written by Hal Cohen in
response to my Amazin’ Mets opinion column.
In case you did not get a chance to read last
week’s Ticker, Cohen made a list of grievances
about my controversial column regarding the
New York Mets’ lack of success this season.
After I finished reading the article, I thought
I could use writers like Cohen to write for the
Sports section. Cohen’s response was articulate and passionate, which are two essential
characteristics of a great article.
However, I was left disappointed because of
the article’s factual deficiency. A lack of sound
argumentation and improper interpretation by
Cohen has compelled me to respond.
The first issue that I will address is Cohen’s
questioning my credibility as a sports editor.
When he wrote, “Besides lacking any purpose,
the column was also sorely lacking in the facts
department,” Cohen proceeded to list what I
supposedly did wrong.
His first complaint was how I did not know
about the origins of the Amazin’ Mets; therefore Cohen took it upon himself to give me a
history lesson of how the Mets became the
Amazin’ Mets.
Indeed, the Mets got their name of the
Amazin’ Mets from coming 13 games back to
clinch the N.L. East, but I was perplexed by
how he thought what I had stated was wrong. I
claimed that, “The New York Mets were given
the nickname the Amazin’ Mets for their ability to comeback from adversity.” Coming from
13 games back to win a division sounds like
overcoming adversity to me.
I am unsure why Cohen said that he was not
sure what point I was trying to make, when
everyone who read the “Amazin’ Mets” article
knew I was saying the Mets stink. They stunk
this season and will stink in the near future.
I pointed out how their rookies will develop
slowly, and they will not make any significant
off-season transactions to improve their team.
Maybe I should write a summary paragraph
after every article, so people like Cohen will
not get confused, but that would be kind of
tacky and third-gradish.
Cohen then brought up how I mentioned that
Roger Cedeño was a “great defensive” player,
and how Armando Benitez, was a “reliable”
relief pitcher. He claimed, “Gong's characterization of the players displays a lack of knowledge irresponsible in a sports editor.” Ouch.
Too bad Cohen does not understand the concept of mockery.
I have heard Mets fans complain about
Armando Benitez walking the bases full and
blowing saves for years. In addition, I have
seen Roger Cedeño’s inept fielding firsthand,
misjudging and dropping routine fly balls in the
sun. That is why I put the terms “reliable” and
“great defensive” in quotation marks as a sign
of sarcasm.
If Cohen felt I was irresponsible for using
sarcasm in an opinion column, then I apologize
to him and will never use it in my writing
again. For everyone who did not understand
the concept, my last sentence was an example
of sarcasm because I will indeed continue to
use sarcasm in future “Thoughts From the
Editor.”
My next point of contention stems from
Cohen’s comments about how the Mets did not
look great on paper at the beginning of the season. This argument, of course, is false. Even as
a Yankees fan, I had to admit that the Mets
looked good on paper.
Although it was true that Alomar, Vaughn,
Burnitz, Piazza and Cedeño were aging and
coming off career worst seasons, I agreed with
Mets fans in believing that these former allstars could not play as badly as they had last

season and would be able to rebound from their
abysmal performances. There was also more
reason to be optimistic because the Mets added
two other former all-stars onto their roster:
Tom Glavine and Cliff Floyd, which was something Cohen neglected to point out.
It is sad to say, but I will have to clarify the
meaning of the following sentence. In my article I wrote, “After the injury to Piazza, the
Mets seemed to aggressively pursue a youth
movement.” This was a very basic sentence
that was poorly understood by Cohen. He
believed the youth movement was planned
early on in the season.
While it may be true that Wigginton and Seo
made it to the opening day roster, most of the
rookies only made it to the roster after Piazza’s
injury. Piazza’s injury made upper management realize that their players were starting to
get old and fragile, and that a youth movement
was needed if the Mets ever wanted to get back
into the playoffs.
Another topic that Cohen addressed was how
I claimed the Mets were cheap. I had been
approached by many people about that particular point, and I had to explain to them that my
point was that the Mets were cheap compared
to the Yankees. It is true that I should have
clarified and elaborated on what I meant to say.
This was the only logical argument Cohen
made. The others were illogical.
For example, Cohen’s next point was to bring
up how teams such as the Twins, A’s and
Marlins have been successful despite having
low payrolls. This was true, but the argument
he made using this point made no sense.
I disagreed with his view that the Mets would
enjoy the same success in the near future that
these teams have. These three playoff-caliber
teams have enjoyed success because of outstanding young pitching.
The Twins have Johan Santana and Brad
Radke. The A’s have aces in Barry Zito and Tim
Hudson, while the National League Champion
Marlins have developed the young phenoms
Josh Beckett and Dontrelle Willis.
Who do the Mets have as their future pitching saviors? Jae Seo and Aaron Heilman? In
case you do not understand the point I am trying to make, it is that the Mets have no outstanding pitching at the moment.
The anchors in the Mets’ current pitching
staff are old and not getting any younger. Al
Leiter and Tom Glavine are nearing retirement
age, while Seo and Heilman will develop into
number-three starters at best, not aces.
When I reached the last few lines of Cohen’s
response to my article, I burst out laughing.
Cohen wrote, “If Phillip Gong can only feel
better by kicking a team when it is down, I feel
sorry for him. The Mets stink, sure. But get
the facts straight.”
First off, I do not need pity from Hal Cohen.
It is not that I hate the Mets, but I always find
myself defending the Yankees from jealous
Mets fans who try and kick Yankees fans down
after a Yankees loss.
The obvious retort Yankees fans can use is “I
do not see your team [Mets] in the playoffs.”
This then leads to the typical Yankees versus
Mets argument that I mentioned in my previous
Mets column.
If you wish to respond to my columns like
Hal Cohen chose to do, please make sure you
make legitimate arguments, something Cohen
irresponsibly neglected. Cohen’s counterexamples were weak and easily disproved as
this response showed, but please do not let that
stop you from writing responses to my
columns.
If you read something you like or do not like,
then do not be shy in expressing your thoughts.
Keep reading Ticker Sports, everyone.

Ticking Question
Are you as Big Time as Sandró?
Are you a Baruch Lady or Gentleman?
Do you love the New York lights?
Then tell Sandró about it - Send it all to Beni720@aol.com
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Nappy Roots’ Year
By VINCENT IMMITI
With Wooden Leather, the new album from
Nappy Roots, is an awesome follow up to their
number-one-selling
debut,
Watermelon,
Chicken & Gritz, and is sure to do as well as the
first. The group was recently recognized by
their home state for their achievements in the
music industry. The governor of Kentucky,
Paul E. Patton, claimed September 16 as
“Nappy Roots Day,” in the state of Kentucky.
That’s not the end of the list either. All you
have to do is combine homegrown beats with
some handpicked samples, fold in intricate
lyrics, mix well and BAM! You have award
winning, critically acclaimed music by Nappy
Roots.
The full bodied, lively sound of the new
album is evident in their first single “Roun’ the
Globe.” Claiming that the “whole damn world
is country,” the sextet speaks of how the world
is connected to the country by similar characteristics. “If you look roun’ the globe, you’ll
see a lot that is the same as Kentucky. You got
fine women. Some jerks. Some good people.
The food might be different, but it’s the same

thing - good people coming together over good
food,” said Skinny Deville, the spokesperson
for the group.
This album is anything but a party album.
The closest thing to something you would hear
bumpin’ in a club is “Twang.”
Nappy Roots is not a group to go with the
conventional flow of hip-hop stardom. There is
no mention of Caddies, Benzes, or Hummers
on “Lac Dogs & Hogs,” which their websites
boasts as a track paying, “Homage to some of
the Kentucky rhyming wildcats’ favorite vehicles.”
My favorite track on the album has to be “No
Good.” With its Middle-Eastern guitar and
flute melody, heavy base line and beat, this
song is sure to get your attention and make you
bounce to the beat.
If I had to pick a song on the album that I didn’t like, it would most likely be “These Walls.”
It’s a slow moving song that lacks the drive
needed to make you want to listen to the song
in its entirety. The album is a great soundtrack
whether you’re chillin with some friends at
home or out just cruisin’ on the road.

Nappy Roots includes (from L to R) Skinny DeVille, Scales, R. Prophet, B. Stille, BigV, Ron
Clutch. (Photo/ Scott Schafer)
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Overseer’s Fast Industry
By KEMAL YILDIZ
The United Kingdom’s beats beat louder than
ever since the release of Overseer’s new album
Wreckage, released on August 26. Overseer’s
music is in the industrial dance genre, although
it does include rap and funky freestyles from
other artists. Overseer reminds listeners of the
inspirational industrial dance group Crystal
Method, the grandfather and king of hip industrial dance.
The first track on the album, “Slayed,” really
gives listeners a taste of what Overseer sounds
like. Brilliantly, the first sentence of the song
catches the attention of the listeners as the verse
interrupts the beat “I declare war on stupidity.”
It’s a hardcore, slow beat, which gives more
attention to the words the rapper slings. Also,
it’s the background tune to the new Victoria
Secret commercial.
Overseer’s release, “Horndog,” can be heard
on the new Mitsubishi Endeavor commercial.
Its hard industrial beats fit in perfectly as the
SUV crosses the highway and becomes ruined
by the melodious Sponge Bob Square Pants
tune.
Overseer is very attentive to their audience’s
listening pleasure. Most of the tracks can be
heard all throughout the media. Both
“Supermoves,” and “Stompbox,” can be heard
in the game Grand Tourismo 3, “Velocity
Shift,” is the background tune to Dodge’s TV
commercial and “Skrew-up,” can be heard during the Smirnoff Red commercial.
Overseer puts original craftsmanship into
some of their tracks. “Never,” contains a rap
segment in the beginning, then shifts to a long
serenade of orchestral tunes with violins.
Creative never the less, they have their ups and
downs with tracks like “Doomsday,”
“Meteorology,” “Supermoves,” “Basstrap,”
and “Horndog,” those being the most popular
tracks on the album. They almost sound alike
because they’re created keeping the industrial

beats in mind.
“Aquaplane,” and “Sparks,” are very similar
in that they both do not sound anything like the
rest of the tracks on the album. They are both
rendered in slow beats and are depressing,
which contradicts the themes of the rest of the
songs on the album.
Who can forget the last track on the album,
“Heligoland.” It’s the longest track on the
album. The song is 25 minutes long! Yes, that’s
right, 25 minutes. For the first few minutes of
the song, you hear nothing but a man going on
about what sounds like the weather forecast.
The song annoyingly continues with nothing
but a phone ringing for the rest of the track.
The album isn’t bad overall, but it’s not original. Funky and mix-matched, it is a great
album to play during long drives. The mood
presented in the more hardcore tracks really
moves you enough to jump in your car, or in my
case, the Mitsubishi.

A scene from the Mitsubishi commercial featuring Overseers’ “Horndog.”
(Photo/ www.mtv.com)

Expressions
Echoes Of Innocence
Sometimes the stillness of the night brings out
the sadness in me
The echoes of the children’s laughter lingers
with the sound of the surf at the beach
Those sounds bring back memories of a time
when innocence was a precious gift
Memories like those seem to cause a deep stirring of pain
Then the questions float up in the pool of
silence
Am I whom I want to be?
Am I really whom I seem to be?
Strange questions for a strange me
Nothing pierces my heart like the arrow of
regret
The stars just seem to shine a little brighter
Maybe it’s because of my clouded eyes
Or maybe it’s just the hint of wishes that never
came true
Why do I wonder about myself so much?
Are the words in my mind the words in my
heart?
Maybe I’m just selfish to linger on the trivial
glimpses of my life
Especially when the bigger picture is waiting
to be painted
I do not doubt that I am confused
But confusion is comfortable to me
Confusion is this loudness in my head
Confusion drowns out the stillness of the
night, the echoes of children’s laughter
Echoes of what could have been
Echoes of innocence
Clarence
Knowing
Without knowing,
I felt for you
Since the time you smiled at me.

Without knowing,
You hurt me
Not holding my hand.

Everything we had seems to have been forgotten.
By Alice Wong

Without knowing,
You got me
Thinking of you beyond day’s end.
Without knowing,
You have me
In the palm of your hand.
Without knowing,
I need you
By my side as the sea needs its sand.
Without knowing,
I want you
Near me feeling your heartbeat firsthand.
Without knowing,
I loved you
* Happy Birthday Luis
by: Sonia M. Brudasca
Untitled
Since that night we met, which was so
planned.
Thank you soooo much for this!
Since the day you came into my life, my days
have been so bright.
I know that everything we’ve been through
can only make us stronger each passing day.
Everything we shared seemed to have washed
away.
I don’t know how, and I don’t know why.
Everything seemed perfect until now.
I heard it many times before, how can I know
for sure that this is real?
Everything was normal until now.
I thought I knew all I had to know.
I guess I was wrong.

Die For Honor
You cannot become winner by making everyone lose
You cannot become achiever by getting things
that you choose
The whole world is yours,you are rich,act as a
donor
There is nothing to win neither anything to
achieve,so just die for honor
You will not get rest by sitting on others
chests
You will not get success by qualifying through
foul tests
Future is yours,you are a master,get the every
corner
There is nothing to gain neither anything to
lose,so just die for honor
You will not become rich by making others
poor
You will not get known by making number of
tours
Do not expect for the return,you are wholesome,not a loaner
There is nothing to expect neither anything to
give,so just die for honor
By Ravi Jha
Pragmatic Struggles
ancestor
leaves,
in the wind
I watch
fall
before me knowing
the warrior

is my friend
follow me into the open
space
of aqua steeples
shining glass windows
yearning
above the darkest night sky
glowing embers of faith
in children's eyes
passing me in the dreams,
lost to kindled hopes
wearing themselves
thin in dirty rains
pooling on steps of
underground railroads
carrying burdens of light
steeping medicines
for brotherhood
newspapers that stand up
alone
telling time
with telephones of strife
short numbers
collected without shine
demented syndromes
left in the heat
my battle is crawling under me
like a lonely shadow
sharing a brick wall
it
is not to hard to figure out.
strategy roughened by reality
felt up
tough in original thoughts
coming out of order
in sensory tips
awaken in stained glass chorus
come alive in proof
we are
abstract in prophesies to end our hope.
alone.
By Katherine Sall
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Giffen: The Real Main Man, You Bastiches
By DIMITRIOS FRAGISKATOS
AND FRANCIS LI
Keith Giffen one of the most well-known comic
talents in the industry. He’s the creator of Lobo,
and has revived the Justice League back in the
80s, bringing aboard Blue Beetle Guy Gardner
and others. He has worked on other lesserknown projects, including Ragman and Legion
of Superheroes. Currently, he’s doing the
English adaptation for the adaptation of an
ultra- violent controversial live action Japanese
movie called Battle Royale.

Ticker: What was your role in Battle Royale?
Keith Giffen: Adapting. The movie came out
and the manga is still being published in Japan.
Nine and ten just came out, so they [TOKYOPOP Inc.] are giving it to me. This is the first
job… I went after this job.

be caught dead with an American comic, and I
don’t blame them, because American comics
blow. It’s incredibly embarrassing. I like the
fact it’s getting in, but I don’t like that it’s being
held up as a superior art form because it’s not.
You’re going to come across a lot of people
here [BAAF] that are so into anime and manga
that they disdain any other animation or comic
book publishing. It’s just different, that’s all.
Japanese comics are advanced in terms of subject matter but the thing, is they never had that
1960s purge that we had, where we were censored for about 20 years under some of the
most oppressing censorship the country has
ever seen. It was all Betty and Veronica,
Superman and Louis. We are getting there, but
slowly.
T: But you are still working on superhero projects too, Formerly Justice League and Lobo.
KG: Because I gotta eat.
T: How do you feel about your projects?

T: You like the movie that much?
KG: I love it. Oh God, it was hysterical. I think
it’s one of the funniest movies I’ve seen. I love
that movie. I love it. Then again, I saw Texas
Chainsaw Massacre and thought it was one of
the funniest films as well. I have the DVD [of
Battle Royale] with the complete index and I
can’t understand a word. I didn’t care. I love
that movie. Then I found out that TOKYOPOP
was doing it, through a friend of mine, a mutual friend of the editor, so I called up and said,
“It’s mine. It’s mine; I got to do it.” [And] I’m
having a ball [doing it]. Actually, the manga
had scenes in it that I actually call an attorney
and said if it was even legal in America.

KG: All I know is that Formerly Justice League
is a sitcom. I can’t do superheroes unless I do a
take on it. So Formerly Justice League is kind
of a goofy… it’s like Seinfeld, nothing happens
in these issues. Lobo is science fiction satire.
It’s one, long, drawn-out fart joke; trust me, it’s
one long drawn out fart joke. The Zodiac Book
is fantasy, I don’t want to do straight Superman
or Batman, The Flash or Green Lantern. Jesus
Christ, these characters were created in 1940!

“How can I make money out of this … How
can I get laid using this.” There’s gotta to be a
practical application for this in my life. If I
woke up tomorrow morning and I was bulletproof, I would join the police force. I am trying
to think along those terms [for the comic]. You
wake up tomorrow morning and… Plus, the
fact that if I said to you that you could fly and I
could prove it medically that you can fly. How
does your brain know the command to give
your body to get off the ground? If I say “Raise
your arm,” you’ve been doing that all your life,
but fly? You have no frame of reference to fly
around. So that’s what we are trying to explore.
We came over from Europe and wiped out
entire indigenous populations by bringing
smallpox over — which they never had. What
kind of s**t did Superman bring from Krypton?
No one has ever touched base with what happens when he sneezed for the first time. That
town [Smallville] should have been wiped out.
This is the kind of stuff I’m interested in. I’m
not interested in truth, justice and the American
way. If I did Batman, my Batman, Bruce
Wayne doesn’t even know he’s Batman; it
would be a complete separate split personality.
He has no idea that there is a cave under the
house. He just wakes up every morning wondering why he is always tired, and he thinks
he’s hurting himself while he sleeps, like Fight
Club. With Dark Horse, I’m trying to do a realistic take on, you know, you got up tomorrow
morning and had super powers, what are you
going to do.
T: So that’s something you like, not something
you do.
KG: I love horror. I like humor. I don’t like the
superhero pyridine as it stems up. Whoever gets
super powers robs a bank or saves the day. I
don’t buy it.

T: What for?

T: Are you working on anything that is in the
realm of what you like?

KG: Mind numbing. Violent and sexual. It
turned into a vivid comic after a while, you
know. There’s really weird crap going on in
this comic. I just thought “she’s only 15 for
god sake, this can’t be legal,” but it turns out it
is, so we are going to roll it.

KG: I am starting on the lines to do that. I am
trying to do that in all the projects I am on now,
but a lot of the time you can’t, because the company who owns the characters would be
screaming. It’s weird, because people are
allowed to come on and make Wonder Woman
gay, and I’m like, of course she’s gay, she’s an
Amazon. She should only have one breast, too,
you know.

T: So you basically translated it?
KG: I get the feeling it is translated like the
original novel, and they should be shot. They
just translated just the way it was written. It’s
really on- the- nose type of stuff. It’s like a third
-grade primer.

T: So how do you feel you have evolved over
the years in the comic book industry?

T: Like the word “bastard being” used a lot.
KG: Over and over. “This s**t game, this s**t
game, this s**t game.” Ok, we get it, we get it.
Stop. They put no thought into how an
American market reads a book. I told them, “I
can’t do this just straight.” I can not write lines
like “I had to kill you first or you would have
killed me” which was what she was saying,
Matsuko was saying to the first girl she killed.
There’s blood all over the floor and she’s saying that. I was like, “No…,” so I changed it to,
“Oh, red’s not your color,” and the otaku jump
down my throat. If I piss off the otaku, then
I’m doing a good job. But you have to adapt
yourself to an American audience. I was given
a lot of leeway. I made it more fluid, translated
Japanese slang into more American slang, tried
to get kid colloquialisms. Maybe that’s the way
kids talk in Japan, but that’s not they way kids
talk here. Other than that, it’s a labor of love. I
love the source material so much. I really try to
stay as close as humanly possible. Some times
it ain’t humanly possible. I mean, “Oh she’s
like a loon on a lake,” even I don’t know what
that means. You play with it, so I really am just
adapting.

Keith Giffen draws his creation, Lobo for the
Ticker.

KG: I got angrier.
T: I see that.

Its like reading the adventure of grandpa.
T: If it was up to you, what would you do with
them?
KG: Stop publishing them.

KG: You stay at anything long enough, and you
get better. It’s the natural evolution. I have gotten angrier, I am more aware of the market, I
am more disappointed with the books that are
being put out, and I can see why kids don’t read
them, because I don’t.

T: Stop them completely?
KG: Who cares! Would anyone miss them as
long as a movie comes out every so often?
Who reads Batman and Superman comics?
Forty year-old guys living in their parents’
basement. I’d get rid of them, or I’d go back to
the original premises where Superman is a
kid’s book. Three eight-page stories for goofy
Louis to try to figure out that Clark is
Superman, because that’s the young culture
identity of Superman. The Godzilla movie
failed because, I don’t care what anyone says,
that thing wasn’t Godzilla. We know what
Godzilla looks like, and that wasn’t him. And
Superman is a guy in blue tights with no testicles.

T: I have to be honest; I am surprised about
your whole hatred towards superheroes. When
you were younger, you enjoyed them.

50s, it happened in the 60s, and it happened
now” — the superhero has overstayed its welcome. It’s time to push it aside for a little while,
and get some other genres. We will come back,
but, you figure, the two best superhero movies
of the past few years is the first Matrix and
Unbreakable.
T: And they weren’t really even superheroes.
KG: Well, they were. They were superheroes
how I think they are supposed to be done.
T: You mean because they are not wearing
masks and capes and stuff?
KG: Yeah, it’s not Aunt May and the Green
Goblin and Spiderman. It’s not wearing costumes. Can anyone look at Batman and really
believe he gets laid?
T: As Bruce Wayne, why wouldn’t he?
KG: As Bruce Wayne, he probably does.
T: But that’s probably sexual frustration, running around at night.
KG: I’m waiting for someone to finally figure
out that the reason he keeps dressing Robin in
red is to draw fire. You shoot at the guy in red,
you don’t shoot at the guy in black.
T: Are there any projects that you worked on
that you are proud of that most people don’t
know about?
KG: Stuff that I have worked on that no one
knows is out there… there’s Mars Attacks…
T: You worked on Mars Attacks?
KG: I was the one responsible for getting the
whole f**king thing revived and then Tim
Burton got into the movie. I was after Topps for
five years to do a Mars Attacks comic and reissue the cards. I did a five- issue mini-series, and
it’s some of the best writing I’ve ever done.
T: I hated the movie completely.
KG: Of course you hated the movie. Bad movie
but the Mars Attacks thing… most of my stuff
people know. I liked the Battle Royale stuff, I
am having fun with that. Looking back, when I
did something I wanted to do it, so I can’t really say I am ashamed of doing one or the other,
or I liked one better than the other, but certain
things I look at, and they still hold up. Mars
Attacks, I’ve read it, and it still holds up till this
day. I like the stuff that’s coming out in the new
Zodiac project a lot because of that I am
allowed to say, “Screw you. If you can’t read,
stay away from the book.” I’m through spoonfeeding it, go figure it out. I don’t know. It’s
easier to say what I want to do but have never
been able to do.
T: So what have you wanted to that you have
never been able to do?
KG: Captain America.
T: Seriously?

KG: When I was younger, I loved them, of
course, but don’t you understand, superheroes
are male adolescent power fantasies. The first
time you get laid, you should be gone. If you
come back, you come back because you like the
art form, you like the story telling, you don’t
need the male adolescent power fantasy anymore. Look, the average comic book, I am talking about the hardcore “Hale Jordon is still the
Green Lantern” comic book fan’s sex life consists of sock puppets and internet porn, ok.
That’s not my audience.

T: How do you feel about the Japanese manga
industry as compared to the American comic
industry?

T: What other projects are you working on currently?

T: I wanted to ask why you got into the comic
book industry, but I don’t think you care.

KG: I think it’s valid. I’m going to get in a lot
of trouble at this Con, because I don’t think it’s
better. I think it’s valid. I think it’s good. I think
it’s got a lot to learn. It’s a different approach
to doing comics. You can’t claim that the way
Otomo did Akira is superior to Jack Kirby
doing Fantastic Four; it’s apples and oranges. I
like the fact that manga has more diversity, it’s
not all superheroes. That’s what’s killing my
industry. And if it will get kids reading again, I
mean, older kids read manga. They wouldn’t

KG: Well I can’t talk about two of them
because I signed a non-disclosure agreement,
and they are both for TOKYOPOP, though. A
book for Dark Horse. I can talk about it but it
would go on and on. It’s basically, it’s trying to
create a wild card type universe where superheroes aren’t… Look, look, if you got up
tomorrow morning and found out that bullets
bounce off your chest and you could fly, you’re
not going to put on tights and fight crime.
That’s the farthest thing. You’re going to say,

KG: I wanted to. When I was eight years old, I
decided that I wanted to do comics because it
was different. I am on the wrong side of the 50s
to be interested in superheroes. I want to do
vivid comics, yeah, I want to do porn comics. I
probably could, too, but… I wanted to get into
it and I did it all wrong — I backed into the
industry, but I didn’t care. I got in there and for
a while, it was fun. Superheroes, even the first
incarnation of Justice League, but you reach
the point where you say, “It happened in the

KG: I like the character. I like the idea of a
World War II guy that’s out of time, who used
to be an incredible agent.
T: So why aren’t you working on Captain
America?
KG: Because you don’t get everything you
want.
T: But you’re a big name.
KG: I am a big name, but they look at you and
go, “He is either going to do ultra violent, like
Lobo, or make fun of him.”
T: So what would you do?
KG: I would make fun of him. I don’t know, my
Legions of Superheroes wasn’t humorous. The
Rag Man series I did wasn’t humorous, but
everyone has me tagged as he’s going to make
fun of it. The hardcore fans feel that I don’t give
superheroes the respect they deserve... They
don’t exist. Why should I give them any
respect?

Coming
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Spring
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Junji Ito’s Third Tale of
Flesh Colored Horror

Infinite Potential in Infinite Ryvius
By NAOTA NANADABA

By DIMITIROS FRAGASKATOS
Title: Flesh-Colored Horror
Genre: Horror
By: Junji Ito
Distributor: ComicsOne
Junji Ito can be coined the “Stephen King,”
of manga, if only for the reason that he has no
rival. Make no mistake, these stories will scare
you under the proper conditions, but as far as
horror goes there has been better, there has
been worse. Flesh Colored Horror collects
various stories that have been printed in horror
magazines.
The stories are very well written. He takes a
normal situation such as a break up, a troublemaking child with a skin disorder, or a competition to collect the best beehives and throws in
something peculiar and horrific. Usually, Junji
goes with a decapitation. The main character
tries to make sense of the world they've been
put into, but the stories end with their world
making even less sense than ever, at which
point a horrifying truth is revealed at the cost
of a life.
In a time where horror has become a cliché,
we don't go see scary movies for plots, or character development. We watch them for the
thrill of getting scared and clinging onto ourdate. Horror movies are supposed to make you
paranoid and scared of the dark. If it's done
excellently it could get you scared of unlikely
things like puppies and flowers.
One of my favorite stories in Volume three
is about two students who are helping their
professor with his sculptures. Mr. Okabe’s
unique new art form is creating sculptures
without heads. “Omitted faces have limitless
possibilities. Faces are pointless in art,” he
explains. Shimada decides to stay and help out,
while Rumi goes home. She goes back to
school and finds out Okabe’s been decapitated
and his head is still missing. Rumi doesn't want
to suspect her friend but he was the only one
with him. What’s more, he comes to school
dressed in black and wearing a scarf in the
middle of the summer. She confronts Shimada
who acts really weird. He promises to tell her
the truth later. Meanwhile, the girls that get
themselves killed in every horror story because
they lack reasoning make an appearnace. This
time one of them forgot their book in the art
room where the murder happened.
Girl 1: “I have a quiz tomorrow.”
Girl 2: “But I don't want to go, the professor
was killed there.”
Girl 1: “Don't be like that.”
They go up to the art room and
find…Okabe! He's wearing a cloak has a
demented expression with blood all over his
face and is carrying a machete.
Meanwhile Shimada explains to Rumi that
the professor isn’t really dead. A situation
forced him into hiding. It wasn’t his body it
was somebody else’s. Rumi accepts it and goes
up to the art room with him. Shimada pulls off
his scarf and shows he has blood on his mouth.
Then he pulls off a drape and reveals the professor's head on a headless sculpture of a
woman. Rumi freaks out, smacks Shimada and
knocks his head off. The headless sculptures
have come to life and need heads! And what
happened to the two girls who never learn their
lesson? They were used for the coolest scene.
Rumi runs into a room and finds, a dozen
sculptures flocking to their heads trying to get
sole possession.
Junji Ito doesn’t do anything amazing, but
he gets the job done. His art is unlike other
manga; no speed lines, no swat drops etc. It's
pretty good and realistic, hardly the manga
we’re used to.

Manga Grade:
Story:
B
Artwork:
C+

Title: Infinite Ryvius vol. 1 (of 5)
Genre: Sci-Fi
Concept by: Hajime Yatate
Time: 125 min. (5 episodes)
Rated: 13+
Distributor: Bandai Entertainment
In 2137 A.D., as mankind has spread
throughout the solar system, a massive solar
flare ignites killing millions while leaving
behind a dense plasma called the Sea of
Geduld. The immense pressure from within the
Sea of Geduld could crush any ship, making
space travel increasingly difficult.
Eighty eight years later a new group of
cadets has entered the Lieba Delta Astronaut
Training Center, a facility designed to teach L to R: Neya, Yuki Aiba, Ikumi Oze, Aoi Housen, and Kouji Aiba.
cadets how to navigate around the Sea of (Photo/ Bandai Entertainment)
Consisting of a combination of techno/clasGueduld. During a routine dive into the into an ty. The third group is made up of thug hoodouter section of the Sea of Geduld, the lives of lums who seem better fit as gang members then sic instrumentals and j-pop the soundtrack to
the entire crew of the Lieba Delta is put in dan- astronauts. Lead by Blue, they trudge there the series had a pleasant sound that worked
well with the series. One of the best instruger as an act of sabotage pushes it further and own path and follow there own set of rules.
Each one of the groups has their own dis- ments was even made as a music video extra.
further within the Sea of Geduld. Forced to utilized the skills they have only recently learned, tinct personality and represents a different To compliment the music, Bandai did an excelthe cadets must work together to survive the social class. The Zwei are upper class, Kouji's lent job with the English dubs, which closely
descent and board the hidden spaceship Ryvius. and his friends make up the middle class and match the English subtitles.
With the story following numerous characWithout a great deal of action, Infinite Blue's gang are the lower class. With their difRyvius relies heavily on suspenseful drama and ferences, each group follows their own course ters, Infinite Ryvius was well plotted, making
character development. Little is given away of action to stay alive during their collective sure not to spread the characters too thin. An
during the first few episodes, keeping interests dilemma. This creates separate exciting stories adequate amount of time is spent on each charhigh as the crew of the Lieba Delta struggle to that intertwines with the main storyline of the acter making sure they are developed properly.
Great plotting and a gripping storyline puts
survive, while trying to figure out the reason crew trying to reach home safely.
Created by Sunrise studios, great designs Infinite Ryvius on the road to an amazing sci-fi
behind the sabotage. Learning as the crew
learns, the audience is pulled into a much deep- and top quality animation is expected, but in series. One of the keys to its success will lie in
er story as Infinite Ryvius follows the course of the case of Infinite Ryvius they are only a par- how the story explains the existence of the
tial success. Plagued by inconsistencies after mysterious girl, Neya, who appears and disapthree groups onboard the Ryvius.
The main group revolves around the main only two episodes, the animation quality takes pears, like an apparition, to magically save the
character Kouji Aiba who is surrounded by a some serious hits that seem unnecessary. crew at their most dire times. With such an odd
close group of friends and a younger brother Consisting of mostly high quality work some character looming about, a poor explanation
Yuki, who he does not get along with. Yuki is scenes vary slightly while other scenes take can destroy the series, while a good one can
by far the more interesting of the brothers horrific turns to the worst. They are so blatant- better it.
because of his aggressive and mysterious per- ly obvious that it is impossible to not notice.
Anime Grade:
sonality. Juli Bahana is the ace cadet who leads With such a drastic shift from very detailed
Story:
B+
the group of elite candidates known as the images with rich cel colors to almost crayon
Visual:
B
Zwei. They hold the daunting task of trying to doodles, it is puzzling to try and understand
Audio:
Acommand the Ryvius and lead the crew to safe- how Sunrise could let this occur.
Extras:
A-

Common Theme with Uncommon Power in Baby Birth
By NAOTA NANADABA
Title: Baby Birth vol. 1 (of 2)
Genre: Sci-Fi/Action
Story: Sukehiro Tomita
Art: Haruhiko Mikimoto
Rated: 13+
Distributor: TOKYOPOP Inc.
Hizuru Oborozuki goes through life with a
“who cares,” attitude. As a figure skating student at The Tokyo International Academy of
Arts, she accepts second best, feeling that she
will never be good enough for first string
regardless of how much promise her coach and
friends see in her. This attitude of hers is put to
question once she meets Takuya Hijou, a musical prodigy who is connected to her destiny. He
explained to her that together the two make a
pair that holds the power of Reverie, the only
power strong enough to stop the invasion of the
Suspicions, demons, who are entering the
moral realm with plans of domination. With
this knowledge Hizuru must make a choice to
either stand up and fight or sit in the side lines
like always.
Looking solely at the cover, Baby Birth did
not appear to have much promise, but after giving it a chance the series held some fascinating
possibilities. The background story of, humans
and demons once living in harmony until
demons went on a rampage is common. What
differentiates this series from others is the type
of power that can defeat the demons or
Suspicions. The power of Reverie is separated
in to two people who must work together in
order to be successful. The unique aspect of
this is that the power is separated into a direct
and support power. Takuya’s support role is like
a composer to an orchestra because he must
channel his musical power into Hizuru before
her powers can truly come alive and transform
her. With each song that Takuya plays, Hizuru
transforms into a different form. This music

Hizuru rollerskating during a race between
her school’s clubs. (Photo/ TOKYOPOP Inc.)

Hisuru during her transformation as a part
of the Reverie. (Photo/ TOKYOPOP Inc.)

and ultimate power combination was weird and
impractical but was a unique idea with potential since there are a countless number of transformation possibilities.
The two main characters had a typical relationship that follows the theme of the series.
Despite the fact that the two are destined to be
a pair, they did not like each other much.
Hizuru's carefree personality and Takuya’s egotistic personality mix like oil and water, but it is
easily predictable that this will change shortly.
The character that stand out the most is
Hizuru's friend. Ichigo, is a spunky yet silent
girl who would rather text message someone
than speak to them. Knowing that she has the
ability to speak, it is puzzling to think of why
she does not.
The artwork was refreshing with more of a
freehand sketching style. Instead of using varying smooth shades of gray the artist, Haruhiko,

chose to take advantage of different pencil
weights to show the depths of shadows. This
combined with his heavy use of shadowing and
detail created a memorable look, especially
when it came to the look of the background.
With only the first volume out, Baby Birth
has an attractive yet common beginning with
some interesting possibilities waiting in the
story. However with only two volumes to the
series, how much of that potential is going to be
tapped is a mystery. The first volume gave the
impression that it would be a long series, so
closing it only after two volumes seems like a
difficult task.

Manga Grade:
Story:
BArtwork:
A-
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You thought you could fight it
You thought you could resist the urge
But we’re here to show you the best is yet to come
So be prepared

SO
S

- Shop of Style SOS nd Annual Fashion Show
Friday November   in Mason
Hall
Doors open @ pm show starts @
pm

Tickets on sale NOW in the Office of
Student Life VC  
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The Trendsetter-Coat Craze
By ZANETA REID

If you ever had second thoughts or avoided shopping for coats because you had no idea what to look for,
then fear not! This guide to coat shopping is enough to start off any beginner.

1. (Photo/ Bananarepublic.com)
Price: $198.00

As the winter months approach us
steadily, one word should surely
come to mind: cold! Those temperatures are dropping, but fashion
really has the chance to heat up.
Along with the assortment of
accessories that could be worn in
the winter, coats are definitely a
way to kick up any look. Like
shoes, there is a particular style and
shape for everyone who wants to
find the perfect coat that accentuates their best features. In general,
shorter women usually stay away
from the knee or ankle length coat
styles out of fear of looking shorter,
and taller women tend to avoid
coats shorter in length in fear of

appearing even taller. But the key
to picking out a good coat is focusing on one style that brings out
your best features. A shorter coat is
ideal to wear if you are pleased
with the lower half of your body.
And these shorter coats come in a
vast array of materials such as the
ever popular down coat, leather,
and even some new cropped wool
versions that are hitting the stores
this season. A long coat has the
ability to keep you warm and cozy
those cold winter days but also has
an added plus: long coats are slimming! And keep this in mind - a
long coat is only slimming if it
hugs your curves, otherwise a box-

2. (Photo/ Forever21.com)
Price: $49.80

3. (Photo/ Gap.com)
Price: $118.00

4. (Photo/ Wetseal.com)
Price: $118.00

5. (Photo/ Delias.com)
Price: $88.00

shaped design will give the illusion
of added weight to the wearer.
There are also numerous materials
that coats are being designed in this
season. But the most popular fabrics that have been gracing the runway this season are tweed, leather,
cashmere and the always classic
wool blend. These materials are
both fashionable and warm, so you
do not have to sacrifice style for

functionalbility. Set a day out from
your weekend so you have ample
time to shop around and find a coat
that best suits you. Do not try to
rush through the coat-shopping
experience. If you love your coat,
it is always a worthwhile investment since it can be worn from year
to year. So spend the time, and a
little extra too, to make sure you
have the icing on the cake!

Places to buy your fall coats:
Macy*s- great assortment of designers and styles all in one place
Express- fabulous styles at reasonable prices
Old Navy- if you want coats big on style but low on prices then this
store cannot be overlooked.
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The Eugene M. Lang Faculty Research Fellowships Program
Proposals Deadline: Monday, November 3rd
All junior faculty are encouraged to apply to this program:
- All full-time, untenured-track faculty members below
the rank of associate professor with at least one year of full-time
teaching service at Baruch College are eligible to apply.
- Faculty members may apply for support of up to $7,500 for an
academic year.
- Faculty members from any discipline are welcome to apply.
If you have any questions concerning this program contact Ms. Alyce
Mayo, Director of Special Programs, at (212) 802-2830 and
Alyce_Mayo@baruch.cuny.edu or Ms. Chante Ramsey, Assistant to
the Director of Sponsored Programs & Research, at (646) 312-2207
and Chante_Ramsey@baruch.cuny.edu.
For more information about how to apply visit the program website at
http://www.baruch.cuny.edu/grants/elang.html

Some of the Past Recipients of the Eugene Lang Fellowship

Front: [left] Jerry Bornstein, ‘98/’99 awardee; [right] Kristin Sommer, ‘03/’04 awardee
Back: [left] Marios Koufaris, ‘03/’04 awardee; [middle] Paschalina “Lilia” Ziamou, ‘01/’02 & ‘03/’04
awardee; and [right] John Wahlert, ‘99/’00 awardee
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Bearcats Fall Out of Playoff Picture Bearcats Go Down Fighting In
After Loss to City Tech and Brooklyn
Women’s Tennis Finals
By AHMED DOUGHRI
The Baruch Soccer team reduced its chances
to go the CUNY playoffs to nil, following two
losses to their CUNY rivals City Tech and
Brooklyn College, two weeks ago on Thursday
and Saturday, respectively.
All the hopes that were built up throughout
the season, which included seeing positive
results against big caliber squads such as Staten
Island and Rutgers University, collapsed.
It is officially finished for the Bearcats now.
Even if they win all of their remaining games,
the Bearcats would still finish last in the CUNY
regular season rankings. Obviously, that would
not be good enough to go anywhere.
Now how did all that happen? Very few can
answer this question. Some may blame the
players who did not show up for the decisive
game against Brooklyn College. Others may
blame the lack of organization and seriousness
about the soccer program at Baruch; a few
more would blame the problems of discipline
and the unhealthy atmosphere that surrounds
the squad.
But truthfully, the real and direct reason for
this year’s soccer debacle lies in the Bearcats
loss against City Tech.
If the Bearcats had won that game, they would
have potentially had a respectable 4-4 record at
the end of the season, which would have been
enough to give Baruch a playoff birth, and, better yet, a place among the top seeds.
For instance, a few seconds before the whistle, the Bearcats had a chance to score from a
sideline throw.
While the team could have started an attack
to get a game-tying goal and send the match to
overtime, the players preferred to send the ball

back to the defense.
The result: Baruch lost two to one, complicating its playoff qualification task. “We played
a very immature game,” one player said. “It’s
like nothing was at stake. Sometimes it’s not
only about having fun,” he added.
Things also got a bit heated during this historical game. Unhappy about a half-time substitution, the team’s captain made his feelings
public. Evis Damianos was reprimanded and
benched for the rest of the game. He later
announced that he had quit the team.
After their loss against City Tech, Baruch still
had a slim chance to go the playoffs. But that
required them to win all of their upcoming
games, including one against the Brooklyn
Bridges.
However, this did not happen and it led the
undermanned Bearcats to lose 2-1 in overtime,
since the original 90 minutes ended with 1-1
tie. During that game, Coach Francis was constrained to a very thin squad, and a new starting
line-up.
Even though they lost to Brooklyn, the
Bearcats’ showing was much better than that
against City Tech.
Now that Baruch is officially out of the race
for the CUNYAC Championship, their upcoming games against Hunter and York will not
have any significance.
Yet, all the Bearcats Soccer team members
are asked to fight till the end so that they can
improve their current 0-6 record within the
CUNY Athletic Conference.
What’s at stake now is not a place in the playoffs, but rather the image of Baruch’s soccer
program.

By SHAN-SAN WU
Six members of the Baruch Women’s Tennis
team participated in the single-elimination
CUNY Championship Tournament at the
United States Tennis Association Center in
Flushing Meadow Park last Friday.
By the second round on Saturday morning,
only three were left.
“We’re a team in transition,” said Baruch
Tennis Coach Florin Giuglescu. “I'm looking
ahead.”
The players, who will comprise the core of
next year’s team, were in action on Saturday.
All of the second round matches played that
morning were continuations of games called
the day before. And while Jane Derjavina ’06,
Sara Ayoub ’07 and Abigail Mabeza ’06, may
have been the last Bearcats standing in the tournament, they were competitive right through
the last minutes.
“I wasn’t consistent today,” said Derjavina. “I
had a chance to win; I just beat myself.”
Derjavina’s loss (10-4) to Brooklyn College’s

Stella Rubina, the tournament’s top seed, was
but one of three Baruch defeats in the second
round. Minutes after Derjavina’s match concluded, Mabeza fell to Regina de los Reyes of
the College of Staten Island.
Together, the two made their way to Practice
Court 11 in the shadow of a deserted Arthur
Ashe Stadium, where they lent moral support
to Ayoub, a first-year Bearcat, in her secondround loss (10-7) to CCNY sophomore Joanne
Szczygiel.
“She hits everything back,” said Ayoub wistfully.
Fellow Bearcats Diana Moy, Allison
Garifullina and Deborah Diaz all fell to their
first-round opponents the day before. For the
weekend, Baruch finished sixth out of the eight
CUNY campuses represented at the tournament. Hunter College finished first overall with
49 team points, good enough for its fourth consecutive CUNYAC Championship.
“I’m extremely proud of our team,” said
Hunter Head Coach Jocelyn Cruz. “This was a
very gratifying win for our program.”

Women’s Ten n i s CUNYAC
Ch amp i o n s h i p Wra p -u p
TEAM RESULTS
CUNYAC WOMEN’S TENNIS CHAMPION:
1st Place: HUNTER (49 POINTS)
2nd Place: JOHN JAY (35)
3rd Place: COLLEGE OF
STATEN ISLAND (33)
4th Place: BROOKLYN (27)

5th Place: CCNY (19)
6th Place: BARUCH (15)
7th Place: LEHMAN (11)
8th Place: CITY TECH (6)
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Coach Dass’ Speech Motivates
Bearcats To Conquer Bloodhounds

Baruch Swimmers Commence Their
Season At Stevens Tech On a High Note
By HOWARD LIU

Sadis Sequeira (2) showing emotion after scoring a point in Baruch’s win against John Jay.
(Photo/ Shan-San Wu)

By SHAN-SAN WU
At last week’s team meeting, Baruch
Women’s Volleyball Coach, Krishna Dass,
called the attitude of the 2003 Bearcats – as talented and powerful a group as any Baruch has
fielded in years - into question.
Coming off of last week’s losses against conference opponents, and into Tuesday’s match
against John Jay, it was time to see how they
would react to adversity.
“We all put more into it this week,” said
Baruch’s Shawna Williams. “It was a big win.
We didn’t want to get [Coach Dass] mad at us.”
The visiting Bearcats (6-3 CUNYAC record)
avoided Dass’ wrath Tuesday night, holding off
John Jay (5-4 CUNYAC record) to win game
one, 30-27. Baruch then took the next two
games 30-17 and 30-26 to sweep the night’s
“best-of-five” conference matchup.
Despite never trailing in the last two games,
it was not until a John Jay timeout with the
Bearcats up two games to zero and 26-18 in the
third that Baruch showed any break in its intensity level. The smiles that broke out in Dass’
team huddle at that moment were the first of
the night.
“We were a little more focused today,” said
Dass. “We have to come to play with the right
attitude.”
The Bearcats won’t have long to wait before

their focus will be put to the test once again.
The Bearcats will face Lehman College (7-1
CUNY conference record) in the first round of
the CUNYAC Volleyball Championship which
begins on October 28th. The winner will likely
face CCNY (8-0 CUNY conference record) in
the second round.
Two of Baruch’s three conference losses this
season have come at the hands of Lehman and
CCNY, and both have come in the last two
weeks.
“It was a tough match the last time we played
them both. The scores were all close,” said
Dass.
A contingent composed of five Baruch fans
made the trip to the John Jay gymnasium to
watch the Bearcats play on Tuesday night.
They were guardedly optimistic about Baruch’s
championship hopes.
“I think they have a good shot,” said alumnus
Alex Urena (Baruch ’97). “I’m here to support
them wherever they go.”
For one intercollegiate couple, however, it
was a case of divided allegiances. “I’ll hear it
from [my girlfriend] if we lose,” said Shangaza
Walcott (Baruch ’06), drawing a glare from his
girlfriend from John Jay, Kamika Davis (John
Jay ’06). “But I’m going to celebrate in her face
if we win.”

Hoboken, N.J. -- Baruch’s Men and Women’s
Swimming teams opened the 2003-2004 season on October 18th, swimming against the
Stevens Institute of Technology.
On the men’s side, senior Emrah Ertamay
(Long Island City, N.Y./Long Island City) and
sophomore Brian Llido (Staten Island,
N.Y./Monsignor Farrell) finished first in the
100-yard breaststroke in 1:08.47, and the 100yard freestyle in 53.81, respectively over the
Stevens Ducks.
“It was a great start for our team and I believe
we will have a better chance to bring the
CUNY title to Baruch this year,” said Ertamay.
Unfortunately for the Bearcats, several swimmers did not make it to the meet, and these two
first-place finishes were not enough to stop
Stevens Tech’s strong 59-31 win over Baruch.
Vadim Gordin (Monroe, NJ/Ocean Township)
spearheaded the Stevens Ducks taking first in
the 200-yard freestyle (2:01.31) and the 100yard backstroke (1:00.62). He was also part of
the winning medley relay (1:50.57).
The Baruch Women’s team was led by returning seniors Johanny Arias (Flushing,
N.Y./Bayside) in distance and Kimberly Ng
(Brooklyn, N.Y./Fort Hamilton) in butterfly.
Ng clocked 1:29.45 in the 100-yard butterfly.
Returning sophomores at the meet included
Joyce Hsu (New York, N.Y./Washington
Irving) who started off the 200-yard medley
relay, Brett Seigle (Brooklyn, N.Y./Brooklyn
Tech) who swam the 100-yard backstroke and
Barbara Uroda (Yonkers, N.Y./Saunders) who
competed in the 100-yard breaststroke.
Uroda cut her time from last season by over
a second to record a personal best of 1:31.61.
Stevens Tech’s Women’s team posted a 68-23
win over Baruch.
Emily Schilpf (Edmond, Okla./Santa Fe)
stood out among the Stevens Ducks. She
placed first in the 200-yard individual medley
(2:33.33), 500-yard freestyle (6:00.17) and
1000y freestyle (11:48.28).
Baruch College’s young swimming program
started last year with the opening of the
Athletic Recreation Complex’s brand new
swimming pool.
At the season opening meet Saturday, Gregory
Feldman (Brooklyn, N.Y./John Dewey) and
Arias became only the first swimmers to ever

compete in the 1000-yard freestyle event for
the Bearcats.
“I swam and swam… and swam a lot more,”
said Feldman who volunteered for the event. “I
love distance swimming.”
Arias said, “Time went by quickly as I began
to sing Aretha Franklin's ‘I will Survive’.” Her
time was a 16:20.09.
Feldman, Arias, and other members of the
men and women’s teams swam from one island
to another in Bermuda over the summer. It was
a 1300-meter open-water swim.
As each swimmer prepared on deck before
stepping up to the starting block, stretching or
adjusting goggles, Assistant Coach, Shane
Mora took the opportunity to pump up each
team member.
Senior Nigel Leung (Queens, N.Y./Brooklyn
Tech), who competed in the 100 yard backstroke said, “As always, motivation came from
Shane and the need to win.”
New additions to the men and women’s teams
also made a presence at the meet. On the men’s
side, freshman Eugene Leychenko took second
in the 50-yard freestyle with a time of 25.53
and sophomore Henry Cheung edged out
Stevens Tech’s J. Perez for a third place finish
in the 100-yard freestyle.
New swimmers on the women’s side included junior Clara Correa, freshman Yingying
(Connie) Lin and Nabila Naaman contributing
to the team.
Last season’s CUNY Athletic Conference
swimming coach of the year, Pushaen
Gunasinghe, mentioned he is always on the
lookout for new swimmers as well as retaining
the swimmers from last year.
At the end of the meet Baruch Coach
Gunasinghe said, “Although I didn’t have all
my swimmers today, I am still very proud of
the team. It’s the first meet of the season and
it’s at a different level from the CUNY conference meets. Now we got our feet wet.”
Stevens Tech hosted both Baruch and NYU
at the DeBaun Aquatic Center, but Baruch will
go against NYU separately along with Drew
University on November 25th. Both NYU’s
men’s and women’s teams defeated Stevens
Tech.
The next meet is on Tuesday October 28th,
when the Bearcats are to swim Adelphi
University in Garden City, N.Y. at 6:00 p.m.

Upcoming Baruch Bearcats Sports Schedule
Sport

When

Opponent

Where

Women’s
Volleyball

Tue. 10/28 @ 6:30 P.M.
Thu. 10/30 @ 5 P.M.
Thu. 10/30 @ 6:30 P.M.

CUNYAC Championships
CUNYAC Championships
CUNYAC Championships

CCNY
CCNY
CCNY

Men and
Women’s
Swimming

Tue. 10/28 @ 12 P.M.

Delphi University

Delphi

Highlight Event of the Week
2003 CUNYAC Women’s Volleyball Championships
Come Watch the Bearcats Face-Off Against the Top
CUNYAC Schools And Take Home the Championship
Where: CCNY Gymnasium
When: Tuesday, October 28 @ 6:30 P.M.
Thursday, October 30 @ 5:00 AND 6:30 P.M.

Emrah Ertamay swims in the 100-yard breaststroke. (Photo/ Shane Mora)

Women’s Basketball Players Wanted
Spots on the Basketball Team Available
To Try-out Contact:
Head Coach Bob Di Nardo (646) 312-5040

